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Abstract— This Image enhancement (IE)methods present as 

a preprocessing step in object finding and credit in computer 

vision applications. The nature of underwater images is poor 

due to particular engendering assets of light in water. In this 

way, underwater image enhancement is important to 

increment visual quality. In this research, presented an 

underwater IE and Edge preserving using an optimized 

genetic algorithm (GA). Utilizing GA Optimization, it is 

performed through common trade of genetic material 

between parents. Offsprings are framed from parent qualities. 

Wellness of offsprings is assessed. The fittest people are 

permitted to breed as it were. In PC world, genetic material is 

supplanted by series of bits and normal choice supplanted by 

a fitness function. Matting of parents is represented by cross-

over and mutation operations. The performance evaluation 

based on the peak signal noise ratio (PSNR) and entropy. The 

comparison of our proposed is on PSNR which shows better 

than previous methods (Base, CLAHE and Homomorphic 

Filtering (HF)). The experimental database contains 

underwater image, seawater image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As a result of the negative visibility conditions the 

environment of the sector’s oceans remains to be now not 

well explored. For this rationale underwater image 

enhancement techniques are used, considering the earth is an 

aquatic planet and because the fact about 70%of its floor is 

covered by way of water. Now a day there's a strong interest 

in knowing what lies in underwater, and furthermore, this 

subject has made an value to the use of underwater sequences 

to monitor marine species, underwater mountains & 

vegetation, to achieve this cause it's surely fundamental to 

make use of the clear image [1]. 

Clear underwater images have a excessive 

significance in scientific operations like taking a census of sea 

population. Almost always underwater image going through 

a low visibility problems. For taking pictures a transparent 

noticeable underwater image, water have got to be a limpid 

or clear, but naturally the entire water is turbid with particles 

equivalent to sand, planktons, minerals. As outside portraits 

are distorted when you deliberate that of particles reward in 

the air, like that underwater images additionally get distorted 

in view that of particles present in the water [2]. Underwater 

images become more and more hazy or less obvious as water 

depth increases. On the whole underwater images change to 

partial due to the fact that of two causes. One is light 

scattering influence and second is color trade result. 

Commonly photographer uses synthetic mild source to beat 

insufficient lightning in underwater. But this synthetic mild 

supply over compensate the usual image. So it's required to 

do away with this overcompensation and reconstruct an 

original image without synthetic gentle source. In this paper 

we will see how underwater images get distorted, what are 

the causes of distortion, which techniques are useful to 

overcome this distortions. We additionally evaluate really 

quite a lot of underwater images processing approaches. On 

this paper we moreover take an summary on WCID.  This 

WCID method shows quite a lot of advantages over another 

underwater image processing method. The underwater 

images most likely endure from low distinction, non-uniform 

lighting fixtures, blur and diminished colors i.e. bluish 

appearance of image. Light scattering is induced by using 

gentle incident on object after which it's reflected and 

deflected more than one occasions by way of particles present 

in the water before conducting the digital camera [11]. Light 

scattering degrades visibility and outcome in low distinction 

of captured images. Reduction of light reasons modification 

in color of underwater image. Light consist of different 

wavelength, different wavelength of light is attenuated by 

different degree in water. Underwater images are dominated 

with the aid of bluish color; this is seeing that of shortest 

wavelength of blue color. Shortest wavelength color trekking 

extended within the water. 

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Wherever GA employs the principles of natural selection to 

find solutions to optimization and search problems. It allows 

a population of many individuals to evolve towards a better 

solution such that they maximize the "fitness". GA thus helps 

in finding the optimal value from the solution space.[3] 

The issue is to choose consequently an optimal set 

of 12 parameter estimations of a summed up enhancement 

work, that make the most of some fitness function. The 

calculation utilizes both spatial and grayness equivocalness 

measures as the fitness esteem. Various point hereditary 

traverse operations have been utilized for better joining. 

Continuous meeting of the enhancement function, upgraded 

output and wellness worth to their optimal states is 

experimentally shown for images having both compact and 

elongated objects (bimodal as well as multimodal). The 

problem of selecting an image enhancement operator and the 

relevance of GAs. [4] 

A. Generate Initial Population: 

In most of the algorithms the first generation is arbitrarily 

generated, by choosing the genes of the chromosomes among 

the permitted alphabet for the gene. Because of the simpler 

computational process it is accepted that whole populations 

have the similar number (N) of individuals. 

B. Evaluate Fitness Function: 

Calculation of the function values that we want to minimize 

or maximizes. 

C. Check for Termination of the Algorithm:  

As in the greatest optimization algorithms, it is likely to stop 

the genetic optimization. 
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D. Value of The Function:  

The function value of the biggest individual is within a 

describe range around a set value. It isn't advocated to make 

use of this criterion alone, because of stochastic detail in 

search the procedure, the optimization would no longer finish 

within practicable time. 

E. Maximal Number of Iterations:  

That is greatest generally used stopping criteria.  It assurances 

that the algorithms will give particular outcomes within 

certain time, whenever it has reached the extremum or not. 

F. Stall Generation:  

If within specially set number of generations (iterations) 

there's no enhancement of the health operate value of the 

pleasant person the algorithm stops. 

G. Selection:  

Between total individuals in the current population are 

selected those, who will carry on and by means of mutation 

and crossover will create offspring populace. At this stage 

elitism would be utilizing the first-rate n participants are 

straight transferred to the subsequent iteration. The elitism 

assurances, that the value of optimization function cannot get 

worst (once the extreme is reached it would be kept). 

1) Crossover: 

 The individuals chosen by selecting recombine with all other 

and novel individuals will be generated. The intention is to 

get offspring contributors, which inherit the greatest viable 

mixture of the characteristics (genes) of their parents. 

2) Mutation:  

By means of a random modification of particular of the genes, 

it is assured that even if none of the individuals hold the 

necessary gene value for the extreme, it is still probable to 

reach the extreme. 

3) New Generation:  

The elite individuals chosen from selection are collective. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

ArifSamehArif et al. [5] proposed a proficient method for 

compression of fluoroscopic images by using loss less 

technique. The results of proposed technique showed an 

improvement in the compression ratio by approximately 

400% when the comparison was made with existing 

techniques. 

Er. AvneetKaur et.al [6] The processing on an image 

to enhance its quality and to bring out some important 

information can be done using the optimization techniques. 

Here, Particle Swarm Optimization is used for image 

enhancing. Many other optimization tactics like: Genetic 

Algorithm can be used for this procedure in future. 

Kanika Sharma et. al [7] The underwater image is 

suffering from low contrast and resolution because of 

dispossessed visibility circumstances, hence a subject 

identification become Ordinary challenge. This paper has 

proposed an hybrid strategy which entails built-in the MIX-

CLAHE with the L*A*B based fuzzy enhancement. The 

experimental outcome point out that the proposed manner 

outperforms on the available methods. 

JingqiAo et al. [8] added a novel adjustment of 

Computation Unified Device Architecture with a wavelet tree 

dependent method for Image Compression. Both transform as 

well as encoding stage of the image density way had been 

upgraded for parallelization as well as efficiency. The 

proposed algorithm operated faster as compared to a lossless 

JPEG-XR method providing higher compression ratio. More 

enhancements in speed and adaptability are additionally 

under current examination. 

ZhinoosRazaviHesabi et al. [9] present to Principal 

Component Analysis had been implemented on a series of 

images that combine to give the needed reference models. 

The results conducted on X-ray images demonstrated that the 

proposed technique accomplished 20% increment over the 

traditional lossless methods of image compression. 

K.Rajakumar et. al. [10] analyzed the execution of 

Integer Multi-wavelet Transform technique used for Lossless 

image density and found that it could easily be utilized in loss 

less image density. The satisfactory of compressed portraits 

was once nearly the identical because the original image.  The 

proposed technique gave better results when used with 

artificial images as well as images that had high frequency 

data 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

This paper covenants with the enhancing the superiority of 

images by using an optimized genetic algorithm. In this study, 

we worked on color image. First of all, in the case of the color 

image, convert an RGB image into gray format. The 

advantage of GA is used to enhance image contrast. With the 

support of mapping depth of image values according to the 

predefined desk. Every intensity price I is mapped to a brand 

new value B.  The value of curve bis represented by  

𝐵 =
𝐼 − 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

where Lmax and Lmin represent maximum and minimum 

intensity values. 

In this experiment, take number of generations is 2, 

quantity of chromosomes is 2, mutation rate is 0.5.Offsprings 

are created during crossover and mutation. The crossover is 

an process when new chromosomes – offsprings are produced 

by means of fusing elements of other chromosomes – parents. 

The mutation is random replacement of chromosome bits. 

Hence offsprings form a new new release which replaces the 

historic one. 

A. Proposed Algorithm: 

 

1) Read underwater Image is indicated as I  and resize the 

image with 512*512 dimension 

2) Then the dimensions of the image are set 

[r,c,ch]=size(I) 

Where r,c is the row and column of underwater image 

and ch is number of measurement 

3) Resetting the populace of possible solutions.  

4) Calculation of an evaluation i.e. fitness function that 

plays the role of the environment, rating solution in 

positions of their ‘fitness’. 

5) Definition of genetic operators (selection, crossover, 

mutation) that alter the composition of children for the 

period of replica. 

6) Establishing values for the parameters (population 

measurement, possibilities of applying genetic 

operators) that the genetic algorithm makes use of .The 

genetic algorithm take in following strictures. 
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B. Pseudo Code Of GA: 

1) Begin with a randomly generated population of N 

chromosomes, the place N is the size of populace, l – size 

of chromosome x. 

2) Calculate the fitness price of operate φ(x) of each and 

every chromosome x in the populace.  

3) Repeat exceptoff springs are created:  

 Probabilistically indicate a pair of genetic material 

from present people by value of fitness function.  

 Produce an offspring yi by crossover and 

transformationoperatives, where i = 1, 2, …,N.  

4) Exchangerecentpopulace with anew created one.  

5) Go to stage 2. 

6) Calculate MSE amongthe input image and enhanced 

image. 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑀 ∗ 𝑁
||𝑦 − 𝑠^||2 =

1

𝑀𝑁
∑ (𝑦 − 𝑠)2

𝑀𝑁

𝑖=1
 

where M, N is size of  input image, y is original input 

image and s is enhanced image 

7) Calculate PSNR  between input image and enhanced 

image. 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 20 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑦))

𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑀𝑆𝐸)))
 

Where y is input image, MSE is mean contrast 

8) Calculate entropy of an image: 

E=-∑ 𝑝(𝑥𝑖)𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑥𝑖) 

Where E: Entropy 

N: Maximum gray level value 

p(xi): Probability of incidence of xi 

Entropy is a measure of randomness or disorder of 

an object in this situation the change image between the noise 

free image and the filtered image. Entropy gives the 

information about the loss of features in the noise free image 

during the filtering process by finding the power spectrum of 

the difference image. The lower entropy is better.  

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed Work 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The simulation work is performed on MATLABR12 using 

Image Processing Toolbox. This system contains underwater 

image and seawater image. 

(a) 

 

(b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(g) (h) (i) 

(j) (k) (l) 

Fig. 2: Experimental Dataset of Underwater image 

 
Fig. 3: Show Results on Image (f) using Proposed System 
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Fig. 4: Show Results on Image (f) using Base System 

Image 
Base 

PSNR 

CLAHE 

PSNR 

Homomorphic 

PSNR 

Proposed 

PSNR 

(a) 47.65 15.47 47.58 64.20 

(b) 47.61 19.75 47.58 63.71 

(c) 47.60 19.39 47.56 63.31 

(d) 47.70 14.33 47.586 70.46 

(e) 47.56 9.25 47.482 67.95 

(f) 47.63 19.04 47.585 64.40 

(g) 47.62 14.87 47.55 65.16 

(h) 47.90 24.26 47.75 60.18 

(i) 47.86 19.18 47.69 66.16 

(j) 47.76 19.94 47.65 64.19 

(k) 47.68 20.04 47.633 62.58 

(l) 47.688 20.57 47.635 62.31 

Table1: PSNR Comparison of Proposed System with Base 

System, CLAHE and Homomorphic method 

Table1 has demonstrated the quantized examination 

of the PSNR of various pictures utilizing Base framework, 

CLAHE method, and homomorphic method and by Proposed 

Approach. It’s clear from the Table that there is an increase 

in PSNR estimation of pictures with the utilization of the 

proposed strategy over existing system. This diminishing 

speaks to change in the target nature of the picture. 

Image 
Proposed 

Entropy 

(a) 0.959 

(b) 0.954 

(c) 0.847 

(d) 0.796 

(e) 0.996 

(f) 0.874 

(g) 0.866 

(h) 0.902 

(i) 0.9969 

(j) 0.692 

(k) 0.968 

(l) 0.976 

Table 2:.Entropy of Proposed System 

 
Fig. 5: Graph1. Shows PSNR Comparison Existing Method 

v/s Proposed Method 

In Graph1, it shows that comparison of PSNR values 

using existing method and proposed method. Base results 

shows by Blue line, CLAHE result presented by Sky Blue 

line, HF result shows by Yellow line and proposed result 

shows using red line. This graph shows that proposed result 

is much improved than current method. 

Input 

Image 

Base 

Image 

CLAHE 

Image 

Homomo

rphic 

Image 

Proposed 

Image 

     

     

     

     

Table 3: Enhanced Image Comparison 
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In table3 first column shows the input image, second 

column represent the enhanced image using Base method, 

third column represent the improved image using CLAHE 

method, forthcolumn by HF method and last column by 

proposed method. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this work, the proposed technique presents that underwater 

image enhancement and edge preserving using optimized 

GA. It allows to performa robust search for discovery the 

global optimum. The result of the optimization be contingent 

on the chromosome encoding scheme and involvement of 

genetic operators as well as on the fitness function. Therefore, 

to getaextra accurate solution one needs to upsurge the length 

of the strings, though this will increase the computation 

time.The experimental effect suggests that the simpler 

performance as compared to previous ways on the basis of 

PSNR and entropy. The proposed hybrid method provides a 

better PSNR in underwater image enhancement where the 

difficult of low illumination and very poor contrast are prime 

problems. It can improve the images taken under blurry, 

stormy conditions.This system improves the image 

superiority and preserves the edges of an image. In the future 

work, we will try to decrease the computational time of GA 

and merge with other optimization algorithm. 
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